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Abstract— In recommender systems, recommendations are generated based on the data collected from the user. The important requirement of
the basic Information Filtering architectures is to protect the privacy of all the users. By using the Homomorphic encryption and data packing the
recommender system provides good privacy of customer data. The data protection system gives security from malicious third parties, but does
not provide security from the service provider. In this paper, our aim is to generate the dynamic recommendations and protect the confidential
data of user against the service provider while protecting the functionality of the system. This system is very useful to generate dynamic
recommendations by preserving the privacy of the users.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

There are a lot of various data mining techniques available
today that can be used for obtaining distribution information
for any kind of data under use. Many of these techniques have
limitations such as some techniques fail to provide post
processing capabilities, whereas on the other hand some
techniques only provide visualization feature and fail to
suggest any direct actions that can improve the decision
making with cost improvement.
The image database size is very large also its deployment in
applications is critical task in today’s technology era. Online
recommender systems provide personalized services to users.
The data provided by user may be misused by the service
provider therefore it is very important to protect the users
sensitive data so the proposed system encrypt the data and then
generate the recommendations. In recommender system, the
user profiles are accepted by the online services and generate
recommendations by using the accepted profiles. It is very
important to protect the privacy of all participants. The data
protection systems gives security against third parties, but does
not provide protection from service providers. This is the
privacy risk for users. In this paper, our aim is to generate
dynamic recommendations and provide security to the users
confidential data from the service provider and protect the
functionality of system. The protection of users privacy is main
aim of basic information architecture. To provide the protection
from malicious users the recommendation system mostly focus
on the access controls and secure transmission of the user data
but can’t provide privacy from the service provider.
We are going to recommend encrypted private data and will
process
encrypted
information
to
generating
the
recommendations. So, we are going to construct an efficient
system that does not require the active participation of the user
by using a semi trusted third party. The existing private
recommendation system consists of Paillier encryption system
but system is more difficult and inefficient. We solve this
problem by using EIGamal algorithm. The techniques for

generating recommendations for users depend on the
information gathered from the user. Collaborative filtering
algorithm is collect data from different resources such as users’
profiles and its behaviors.
We take example as online shopping, we have to find the
services and the products which are appropriate for users, so we
use the click logs and preferences in the past for finding the
appropriate services for users. As this increases the possibility
of products purchased by user. It is useful for recommendation
system.
The recommender systems requires improvements to make
recommendation methods more Efficient and applicable to
real-life applications, including recommending vacations,
various types of financial services to investors, and products to
purchase. This improvement as more efficient methods for
representing user behavior and the information about the items
to be recommended and also advanced recommendation
method are used.[1]
A. Motivation
There are lots of problems in industries one major issues is the
customer management in the industry. Our motivation is from
the telecom industry and we know that there are various
organizations exist and there is a hard competition among
them to attract the customers towards them and also this is a
fact that customers got lot of alternative options available so
they keep switching from one service to another, so there is
increased challenge for organization to keep clients attached to
increase the organizations profit. This process is also called as
customer churning; therefore our aim is to extract useful
knowledge from a large customer databases and come to
decision in order to overcome this customer churning. To
illustrate our motivation we consider customer relationship
management CRM thus we take example of the
telecommunications industry. This industry is has more and
more competitions in recent days The issue is that their
customers switching to other industry’s services. This
increases industry loss. As each customer have number of
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choices in telecommunications and financial services. As this
customers are switching from one service provider to another.
This phenomenon is called customer ―churning‖. The
customer churning is a major problem for these companies and
makes it hard for them to stay profitable. It is noted that the
number of such databases keeps growing rapidly because of
the availability of powerful and affordable database systems.
B. Background
There are a lot of various data mining techniques available
today that can be used for obtaining distribution information
for any kind of data under use. Many of these techniques have
limitations such as some techniques fail to provide post
processing capabilities, whereas on the other hand some
techniques only provide visualization feature and fail to
suggest any direct actions that can improve the decision
making with cost improvement. Lot of these schemes require
manual work from humans in order to improve the overall net
gross, therefore our plan is to develop a system that automate
this process and prove to be efficient solution for post
processing techniques.
II.

PROPOSED WORK

Our main aim in this research work is to focus on customer
churning process and develop some strong techniques to
overcome the same using data mining techniques. Our
algorithm does not depend only on the prediction, but also on
the classification and probability estimation. User information
is available from decision trees. Also we have to protect the
confidential data of user against the service provider. While
protecting the functionality of this system is efficient to
generate dynamic recommendations in a privacy-preserving
manner.
A. Features
Decision trees are used to make predictions by means of
classification process; therefore they are called as predictive
models. The model is generally represented in the form of an
upside tree starting with the root node at the top and followed
by leaf’s at the bottom.
All the branches of a decision tree represent the rules; These
rules can be used to obtain records falling under a predefined
category. In applications having customer relationship
management, decision trees classify existing customer records
in to segments that has certain behavior. The process initiates
with customer data related to certain behavior, in our case
churned customers i.e. customers who have left the services
for a competitor, and those who haven’t. Decision trees are
then constructed from these data, which gives the splitting
attributes and the criteria which divides the customers in to
two categories loyal and unloyal customers in our paper. Since
the rules for classes under which customers will fall are
defined, we can use these rules to classify existing customers
and also predict their behavior in future. For example if a
customers whose record attributes match with that of churn
customers record, then there is possibility that the current
customer may be also churn in some time. So this prediction is
most important for marketers in order to plan activities to
avoid churning. In private recommendation the privacy

sensitive data such as user preferences and similarity values
between users were to be encrypted and generate
recommendation by processing those data. As the
Homomorphic property permit us to realize linear operations
in the encrypted data. Efficiency plays an important role in the
success of cryptographic protocols.
B. Constraint
In online services such as electronic retailers, e-commerce and
product providers always provide a large number of products
which users might enforced to choose from them. The most
important challenging process in online services is to
matching consumers with appropriate products and that helps
consumers in decision making process. It is helpful for
recommendation system. A proposed recommendation for
products that identify a user’s choice can not only enhance
user satisfaction, but also increase conversions and profits for
electronic retailers. Internet leaders are highly using product
recommendation engine for their recommendation, for
example Amazon, Google, Netflix, TiVo and Yahoo etc.
Recommender systems provide extensive technology used to
promote cross-selling. Collaborative filtering method is mostly
used for user recommendations. Most collaborative filtering
methods require explicit user feedback, such as ratings, it is
fact that users rate only a small portion of available products.
As a result, the rating systems have insufficient consumer
feedback which leading to failure for some recommendations.
C. Research Methodology
As mentioned earlier about the telecom industry, and the
customer churning problem, basically here we will mention
first about what is customer churning. As there are lots of
telecom industries available people also have got a lot of
choices to switch from one service to other service, this
switching of customers is called as customer churning. Due to
this churning problem lots of telecom industries are facing
financial loss, therefore there is lot of demand from these
companies for a system that can overcome the churning by
making the decision making process more easy and simple.
Our aim in this research work is to overcome the churning
problem by extracting actions of consumer from large data
base of customers the extraction process is based on post
processing techniques. When considering the datasets of
customers, datasets are found to be sensitive and unbalanced,
we have to work very carefully with the customer data as there
is possibility that the actual customers which stay may be
larger as compared to the customers who will actually churn.
Our plan is to develop a customer relationship management
system with smart shopping facility, where we divide the
customers in to two categories known as loyal and unloyal
using decision tree algorithm. We then provide actions that
one needs to take in order to convert unloyal customers to
loyal. We maintain the information of customers in database,
based on customers attributes. The decision tree in our project
is based on important attributes of customers such as name,
age, gender, birthday etc. and also considering some other
information related to finance such as annual income, life style
etc. One main reason behind using decision trees is that it can
be converted to rules if one wishes to obtain the representation
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in order to classify the results depending on certain condition.
In our case we obtain the characteristics of customers using
decision trees and later classify the customers in two
categories either loyal or unloyal. The output of decision trees
will be given as input to post processing techniques,
depending on probability and prediction. For example let us
consider the following figure which shows the categorization
of customers on the basis of services used by them and the
cost spent on that service. The techniques for generating
recommendations for users depend on the way personal
information of user is collected. This personal information can
be provided by the user in proﬁles or the service provider can
observe users actions as click logs. Also, more number of
users information helps the system to improve the accuracy of
the recommendations. The personal information of the users
has a several privacy risk since there is no guarantee of the
service provider that it will not misuse the user’s data. It is
highly seen that whenever a user enters the system, the service
provider claims the ownership of the information provided by
the user and authorizes itself to distribute the data to third
parties for its own benefits.

Fig.1 An Example Of Customer Profile
Once we have obtained the decision tree by using customer
profile we can now make use of the decision tree to obtain the
classification based on probability for e.g. probability of being
loyal or unloyal. There are many data mining algorithms
available, but the common problem that many of algorithms
have that is they just restrict themselves to developing
conceptual models. In applications like CRM, where we are
not only interested in models but also expect interpretations
from these models to maximize the profit. Moreover people
feel satisfied with the obtained models and don’t show interest
in further information processing so as to maximize the profit.
Also many of the existing data mining algorithms focus on
developing customer profiles in order to forecast customer’s
characteristics belonging to certain classes. For instance what
kind of customers, who all are likely to be attributors? Etc. all
these profiles are based on different customer attributes.
Considering from the enterprise point of view these profiles
are useful. Therefore in order to make the customer
relationship better, there must be some mechanism that will
easily guide the organizations on what actions they need to
take to change the status of customers from one state to other,
considering our application of the telecom industry, the actions
that can be taken to increase the profit of particular company is

providing group of customers with different benefits various
beneficial plans like increasing the monthly rentals, or
enhancing the current services to the next level. But the only
problem that come here is in order to take decision one must
also consider the cost and how much particular action will
benefit to the organization, at the same time it is also possible
that there are more no. of actions for a particular customer
profile, therefore the responsibility of choosing the best
suitable action which will maximize the profits largely also
comes into consideration.
There is a approach to privacy preserving recommender
system is to use encryption and multi party computation
techniques for users sensitive queries. There is need to encrypt
the privacy sensitive data and then generate recommendations
by processing under encryption.[8]
To address the privacy considerations in recommender
systems, where the private user data is encrypted and
recommendations are generated by applying an iterative
procedure based on the ElGamal algorithm. The algorithm
computes the secured information of users in a subspace and
generates recommendations by calculating projections in the
encrypted domain. This EIGamal algorithm takes many
iterations for convergence and in each iteration users need to
participate in decryption procedure, where the users are
considered to being online and honest. We propose a method
to protect the privacy of users based on a probabilistic factor
analysis.
III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
To generate recommendations, User must give two inputs: the
heavily rated vector to compute the similarity values between
users, and the slightly rated vector to generate
recommendations of the average rating of the top most similar
users. These vectors are very privacy-sensitive and thus, the
service provider store this vectors in the encrypted form. The
service provider does not have the decryption key, as this
service provider can’t access user’s private data.
To generate recommendations, the service provider and the
privacy service provider run a cryptographic protocol without
interaction of the users. Recommendations can be generated in
a privacy-preserving way during the idle time of the service
provider and the privacy service provider before any user asks
for recommendations. This shows that a user will get
recommendations immediately after his request with no any
delays.
Our research work uses the collaborative filtering. In the
privacy preserving collaborative filtering users control their
own private data and more number of users can compute a
aggregation of their data without using individual users'
data.[2]
The recommendation has two modes namely static and
dynamic recommendation:
1.

Static recommendation: In the static recommendation,
it will generate according to the product only without
considering purchase of users. Consider user 1
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purchased the software A then system recommended
product B for the product A. Its work is static.
2.

a collaborative filtering technique between the service provider
and the PSP, the recommendations are generated without users
active participation.

Dynamic
recommendation:
In
dynamic
recommendation the system will generate the
recommendation according to products purchased by
users. In this case consider five users purchased the
product A. Out of five three will purchase product B
along with product A and remaining two will
purchased product C. So on the basis of maximum
frequency, the system will recommend the product B
for the product A for the new users
Fig.3 System Model
Suppose that for a customer A, the attribute Atr has an original
value X. To change its value to Y, an action is needed.
X is probability that we got…
Y is what we expecting..!!
Therefore Action U is to be taken on customer so that he is
loyal, and Profit is also not affected..!!
This action U is denoted as U = (Atr, X—Y)
There are three modules of the system.[12]
A. Customer
In this module customer perform many operations as customer
login, he can view various products, purchase products, add
products to cart, Customer can recommend products to his/her
friends. Here the system will generate static and dynamic
recommendation according to the user’s actions. The customer
perform operations related to products. Customer is the basic
factor of the recommendation system.[12]
Fig.2 System Architecture
IV.

SYSTEM MODEL

The design of proposed system is to be implemented to execute
using computer. Hence design should be converted to the
computer understanding language. Implementation is a stage in
the project to convert the physical system specifications into
working and reliable software .It is the stage of a project during
which theory is turned into practice. It is very critical and most
important step in achieving a successful new system. So it
provides user with guarantee that developed system will work
effectively.
In CRM, we focus on the output of decision tree algorithms as
the input to our post processing algorithms. Our algorithm
gives not only a security, but also a probability as the
classification, such as the probability of being loyal. As Current
systems require active participation of user which has a privacy
risk. To overcome this problem we eliminate the need for
active participation of users while using a semi trusted third
party that is the Privacy Service Provider (PSP), which is
allowed to perform the assigned tasks properly, but is not
allowed to see the private data of user. Encryption and
Decryption are doing using Homomorphic encryption
algorithm such as ElGamal algorithm. Using this PSP users
upload their encrypted data to the service provider and by using

B. Service Provider
The service provider is main module of the recommender
system as it implements the decision tree. This module is
responsible for generating probability of Loyal/Unloyal
customer, which becomes input for the Admin module. The
system will secured the user data from the service provider
using Homomorphic encryption. This is fully based on the
Support team Vs Customer module. This module has authority
to view all customer details and can view all feedback
information.
The service provider can prepare the customer profile for all
customers. This Customer profile is containing loyal customer
and unloyal customer. This module has sub modules as
display customer details, display feedback information; build
customer profile, profit calculation, listing action sets etc.[12]
C. Privacy Service Provider
Privacy service provider module distribute the customers as
Loyal/Unloyal based on the probability generated from service
provider module and perform action in order to retain the
customers. Privacy service provider module determines the
cost related to each action and the net profit associated with
the action. Data wiil be visible to admin in decrypted format.
This is the controller of the all modules. Admin has a full
authority to view all customer information. Admin select the
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correct suggestion from the customer, support team suggestion
for increase customer in the management process and also
apply the particular action for increase the accuracy.
This module has sub modules as view customer feedback,
view support team suggestions, view action set, selecting action
set, apply action, add new product ,view graphical reports
etc.[12]
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